**VISITING TEAMS**   (follow red arrows):  Spectators will sit on the North side of the stadium – to the left after entering the Legacy Gates.

**Adults and families** may sit in sections V1 – V5 by entering through the Gold Lobby and the Polaris Club.

**Student seating/standing sections** follow the signs and go down the stairs that are highlighted on the map to your section:

- Game One, Three, and Five: Sections 106 and 107 and behind the band in section 105.
- Game Two and Four: Sections 111 and 112 and behind the band in section 113

---

**HOME TEAMS:**  (follow blue arrows):  Spectators will sit on the South side of the stadium, to the right after entering the Legacy Gates.

**Adults and families** may sit in sections F1 – F5 by entering through the Delta 360 Club; or Sections V6 – V10, by entering through the Medtronic Club. Access to both areas is through the Purple Lobby.

**Student seating/standing sections** are as below – follow the signs **“Access to the areas below are adjacent the purple lobby via these stairwells”**: 

- Game One, Three and Five – Section 129 and Section 127 behind the band section and section 128 and 130
- Game Two and Four – Section 132 and section 134 behind the band section and Section 131 and 133

---

**Note:**

- 4th Street South
- 6th Street South